
From: Ian David  
Sent: 10 January 2014 12:30 

To: emma@political-intelligence.com 
Cc: Mike Young; Ward Patsy; Graham Bond; Beachell, Ben (LGC - Transport) 
(Ben.Beachell@Wales.GSI.Gov.UK) 

Subject: FW: 2027 - Advice Note for Consultation - Microtrenching Reinstatement 
Specification 

 
Hello Emma, 
The Welsh HAUC Strategy Group has reviewed the consultation 
documents and would like to make the following observations: 
 
Although there are still concerns over the risks associated with using 
micro trenching techniques which install apparatus in the bound layers 
of highway, it is clear that a significant amount of work has been done in 
order to produce the DCMS Advice Note which covers the general 
principles of micro trenching and its use. This advice clearly establishes 
the requirement for micro trenching under certain circumstances, which 
makes the need for guidance for the reinstatement of the highway 
following its use essential. 
 
This being the case, the Welsh HAUC Strategy Group supports the 
introduction of this guidance on the basis that we first undertake initial 
trials and we learn from the experiences of those trials and the use of 
the technique during the Next Generation Broadband Project, which 
may demonstrate the need for some early revisions within a relatively 
short timescale. 
 
It is considered also that prior to the introduction of the advice, the 
following points are considered for inclusion: 
 
There is a Possible contradiction between the requirement to use micro-
trenching in the bound layers only and the ability to reinstate in 
unbound layers being included in the guidance. 
 
No guidance has been included which indicates the reinstatement 
method where micro trenches are encountered during future works 
which may disrupt the micro trench itself e.g. how is the marker 
material to be replaced? 

 
Finally, although the DCMS guidance covers this to an extent, it is 
considered that the point that micro trenching should be used only in 
exceptional circumstances should be emphasised in this advice note.  
 
Many Thanks 
 
Ian David 
Team Leader - Street Works 



Street Works Section 
Street Scene 
Communities Directorate 
Bridgend County Borough Council 
Waterton Depot 
Waterton Lane 
Waterton 
Bridgend 
CF31 3YP 

Tel: 01656 642848 
Fax: 01656 642841 

Mobile: 07768655910 

E-mail: ian.david@bridgend.gov.uk 
 

From: Welsh HAUC Secretariat [mailto:admin@whauc.com]  

Sent: 17 November 2013 14:16 
To: 'Adrian Hughes'; 'Alan Jones'; 'Alan Rainford'; 'Alastair 
Byers'; 'Alison Davies'; 'Amee Naish'; 'Andrea Capel'; 'Andrew 

Villars'; 'Andy Swift'; 'Anita Price'; 'Baz Lokat'; 'Ben Beachell'; 
'Brynley Morris'; 'Chris Nesbitt'; 'Christopher Pratt'; 'Cliff Cleaton'; 
'Colin Evans'; 'Darren Green'; 'Darren Williams'; 'David Bennett'; 

'David Capon'; 'David Hesketh'; 'Dean Howard'; 'Dr Robert 
Gravelle'; 'Essel Hagan'; 'Fisher German'; 'Gary Fahey'; 'Gary 
Thomas'; 'Gemma Bishop'; 'Gerald Davies'; 'Graham Austin'; 

'Graham Bond'; 'Hilary Ryan'; Ian David; 'Janelle Leitao'; 'Jim 
Price'; 'John Lewis'; 'John Mathews'; 'Jonathan Edgoose'; 

'Jonathan Willicombe'; 'Ken Evans'; 'Kevin Tebble'; 'Lee Connah'; 
'Lloyd Jones'; 'Marc Owen'; 'Margaret Burgess'; 'Mark 
Ostheimer'; 'Matthew Hellen'; 'Michael McCalla'; 'Michael Young'; 

'Michelle Thomas'; 'Mike Jones'; 'Mike Jones'; 'Mike Thomas'; 'Mo 
Abraham'; 'Mo Abraham'; 'Nicola Davies'; 'Patsy Ward'; 'Paul 
Fairclough'; 'Paul Gray'; 'Paul Llewellyn'; 'Phil Chatfield'; 'Phil 

Jones'; 'Phil Murphy'; 'Rhodri Jones'; 'Richard Broome '; 'Richard 
Gent'; 'Richard Morgan'; 'Ross Edwards'; 'Sam Tulley'; 'Samantha 
Brothwell'; 'Stacey Williams'; 'Stephen Rudall'; 'Steve Daly'; 

'Steve Hodges'; 'Tina Davenport'; 'Tom Cowans'; 'Tony Jones'; 
'Tristan Edwards'; 'Viv Collins'; 'Wayne Lee'; 'Ynyr Roberts' 
Subject: FW: 2027 - Advice Note for Consultation - 

Microtrenching Reinstatement Specification 
Importance: High 

 
All, 
 
Please find attached a HAUC (UK) Advice Note 
consultation regarding micro trenching, please note 
this consultation closes on 13th December 2013 and 
your comments should be sent to Emma McNulty 
emma@political-intelligence.com with a copy to the 
Welsh HAUC Secretariat please admin@whauc.com. 
 

blocked::mailto:ian.david@bridgend.gov.uk
mailto:admin@whauc.com
mailto:emma@political-intelligence.com
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The SROH Version III (Wales) working group will also 
need to consider this carefully and agree whether it 
should be included in their ongoing revision of the 
document, so your views on this would be 
appreciated. 
 
Regards, 
 
Mike Young & Graham Bond. 
 

Welsh HAUC Secretariat  

 

www.whauc.com 
 

 

 
From: Emma McNulty [mailto:emma@political-intelligence.com]  
Sent: 15 November 2013 09:26 
To: quarterly@njug.org.uk; haucquarterly@njug.org.uk; 

regionalhaucs@njug.org.uk 
Subject: 2027 - Advice Note for Consultation - Microtrenching 

Reinstatement Specification 
Importance: High 
 
Dear all 

 
Please find a HAUC(UK) Advice Note and 2 Specifications 
attached for your attention.  

 
The document for consideration, which was produced by 
the HAUC(UK) SROH Working Group, is entitled: 
“Reinstatement of Micro-trenches”. 

http://www.whauc.com/
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The Advice Note is a background narrative introducing the 
2 Specifications. 

 
This is a 4 week consultation and the deadline for any 
comments / suggestions is COP Friday 13th December 
2013 and all comments should be sent through to me via 
email. 

 
Kind regards 

 
Emma 

 

 

Emma McNulty 

 
Political Intelligence 

1 Castle Lane  
London SW1E 6DR  
T: +44 (0)20 3397 3300 
www.political-intelligence.com 
Follow us on Twitter @politicalintel 
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http://www.twitter.com/politicalintel

